




























The purpose of this study is to examine the acquisition of Korean adverbs focusing on text-
books.
In the beginner stage (KOREANⅠ-Ⅱ), the adverb of the phrases and simple adverb is
learned. In addition, learning of derivational adverbs derived from adjectives is also done. These
adverbs may show semantic differences depending on context in the next stages. In the following
intermediate stage (KOREANⅢ), the adverbs that show differences in meaning according to
context are reviewed by listing to the examples of textbooks. And we learn adverbs with over-
lapping adverbs, compound adverbs, adverbs including onomatopoeia, statement adverbs of nega-
tion, and other forms of adverbs with similar meanings.
The types of adverbs that are acquired increase with the learning time of Korean, and in the
upper stage (KOREANⅤ-Ⅵ), adverbs including onomatopoeia, and idioms are learned as well
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（5）   	
頭がすごく痛いで
す。












2．『  梨花韓国語 1-2』の副詞
表 2 KOREANⅡ
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（21）/01 WXSD YZ! VM +
（p.61）
そして色々な料理をたくさん食べました。
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（27）789 28 #:;<  =>
6（p.93）
冬のソウルは沖縄よりかなり寒いです。
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「I J!K L 瞬く間に」は、「I J!K
L 瞬く間」という慣用句に助詞がついてでき
表 5 KOREANⅥ
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テキスト
『= 6  梨花韓国語 1-1』（KOREANⅠ；2020年
春学期のテキスト）
『= 6  梨花韓国語 1-2』（KOREANⅡ；2020年
秋学期のテキスト）
『= 6  梨花韓国語 2-1』（KOREANⅢ；2021年
春学期のテキスト予定）
『= 6  梨花韓国語 3-1』（KOREANⅢ；2020年
春学期のテキスト）
『= 6  梨花韓国語 3-2』（KOREANⅤ；2020年
春学期のテキスト）
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１２）〈KOREANⅣ〉を除く。
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